UNIFORM LIST

The uniform is purchased from:

BELEZA UNIFORM SUPPLIERS

423 - 425 Springvale Road, Forest Hill
Phone: (03) 9878 2211

Please Note: The school does not have a uniform shop.

The school uniform consists of the following items:

**Boys:** Polo shirt, long and short sleeve – Red with blue collar and trim/logo
Windcheater – Navy with logo
Bomber Jacket – Navy with trim with logo
Pants – long – Navy
Shorts – Navy
Hat – Navy with logo

**Girls:** Polo shirt, long and short sleeve – Red with blue collar and trim/logo
Windcheater – Navy
Bomber Jacket – Navy with trim with logo
Summer Dress – Red, white and blue fabric
Winter Tunic – Red and blue tartan fabric
Pants – Navy
Skort/Culottes – Navy
Hat – Navy with logo

Optional Items: Red or navy skivvy, navy polar fleece vest, navy tights, navy beanie, navy school bags